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QUESTION NO: 1

Which artifact containers are pre-populated with existing artifacts by the sample application for the "Money that Matters" 
scenario?

A. Requirements Management, Business Process Management, and Quality Management

B. Quality Management, Change & Configuration Management, and Information Management

C. Change & Configuration Management, Vulnerability Management, and Quality Management

D. Requirements Management, Change & Configuration Management, and Quality Management

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 2

What must be done to install CLM on UNIX or Linux servers?

A. install a Windows emulator on the system

B. rename all X11 libraries on the system to jazz.X11.

C. increase the limit of the number of files that can be opened on the system

D. decrease the number of users that can access the system

E. block access to all http ports on the application servers running on Linux

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 3

What are three characteristics of an environment that should usually use a content caching proxy server? (Choose three.)

A. high volumes of builds

B. poor client performance

C. poor build server performance

D. poor WAN performance

E. high volumes of version control operations

ANSWER: A D E 
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QUESTION NO: 4

When completing a plan item, which role does the test team provide?

A. creates an iteration plan and chooses which plan items to target for the first iteration

B. reviews the plan items that are targeted for the iteration and the related high-level requirements, and creates detailed 
requirements

C. elaborates the test cases that are associated with the development tasks

D. checks in their change sets and runs personal builds to test the changes in their own workspaces

E. runs a team build, reviews the results, and tags the build as ready for testing

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 5

Business intelligence and analytics are the cornerstone of the CLM solution. What makes CLM unique in this area? (Choose 
three.)

A. Rational Reporting for Development Intelligence (RRDI) is an integrated part of CLM and is not a separate solution or a 
separate purchase.

B. You can choose to turn on data warehouse and use a more traditional flat file system.

C. The data warehouse, which stores both current and historical data, is at the core of the Jazz Team Server and captures 
and reports on every transaction.

D. CLM Dashboards can now incorporate any RRDI reports, providing an even richer reporting experience across all of the 
CLM solutions, including RQM, RTC, and RRC.

ANSWER: A C D 

QUESTION NO: 6

What is the fundamental unit of source control modification?

A. change sets

B. work items

C. components

D. streams

E. workspaces

ANSWER: A 
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QUESTION NO: 7

Which two CLM 4.0.1 products connect to the Rational Focal point v6.5.2? (Choose two.)

A. Rational Team Concert

B. Rational Quality Manager

C. Rational Requirements Composer

D. Rational Design Manager

ANSWER: A C 

QUESTION NO: 8

Which three browsers are supported for use with CLM products? (Choose three.)

A. Firefox

B. Internet Explorer

C. Chrome

D. Safari

E. Opera

ANSWER: A B D 

QUESTION NO: 9

CLM requires that which two LDAP groups be created? (Choose two.)

A. JazzDBUsers

B. JazzAdmins

C. JazzUsers

D. JazzBuilds

E. JazzServers

ANSWER: B C 

QUESTION NO: 10

Which important CLM themes are covered by the "Money that Matters" scenario?
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A. realizing use cases and transforming diagrams to code

B. aligning release plans, test plans, and requirements collections

C. functional test plans and automated functional testing

D. deployment planning and source code reviews

ANSWER: B 
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